COPY FUNCTIONS
Max. original size: A3
Continuous copying: 1 – 999
Zoom range: 25 – 600% in 1% steps
Preset magnification ratios: 5 reductions / 5 enlargements
Digital features: scan one-original-printing, electronic sort copy, mirror sort copy, automatic paper selection, duplex copying*, combined text/metric caping, layout mode (2 x 2, 3 x 3, 4 x 4), PDF copy mode, program key mode
*Additional paper feeder PF-448 is required
**Additional duplex unit DU-480 is required
Density adjustment: Auto, manual: 7 steps
Image adjustments: Text + photo, text, photo

SCAN FUNCTIONS
Scan functionality: Scan to PC, scan to-email, network TWAIN (TASKalfa 1801/2201)
Scan speed: up to 23 originals per minute (480 dpi/A4)
Original type: text, photo, facsimile, photo
Maximum scan size: A3
Scan resolution: 600 dpi, 600 x 600 dpi, 300 dpi, 200 dpi (254 greyscale)
Image format: PDF, JPG, EMF, TIFF

FAX FUNCTIONALITY FOR TASKalfa 1801/2201
Document processor DP-480 is required
Modem speed: max. 33,600 bps
Transmission speed: 5 seconds or less (8MB)
Compatibility: ITU-T Super G3
Fax resolution: Normal: 200 x 200 dpi, Standard: 300 x 200 dpi, Superfine: 400 x 200 dpi, half-toned: 256 greyscales
Maximum original size: A4
Compression method: MH, MMR, MMR
Fax features: Numeral finding, native transmission, dual fax reception, confidential, relay and bulletin board, transmission and reception

CONSUMABLES
TY-410 Toner Cartridge: Microflow toner for 5,000 pages with 5% A4 coverpage of starter toner for 3,000 pages with 5% A4 coverpage

OPTIONS
Fax System (X) for TASKalfa 1801/2200
Paper handling
- DP-480 Document processor (installing 50 sheets, duplex scan, 40 – 105 g/m2, A4 – A3R, Folio, Ledger, statement-R)
- PF-480 Paper feeder: 500 sheets, 64 – 105 g/m2, A4 – A3R, Folio, Ledger, statement-R (max. three PF-480 can be added to the basic-system)
- DU-480 Duplex unit: 64 – 105 g/m2, A4 – A3R, Folio, Ledger, statement-R
- Others:
  - 3 – 150 sheets / 100sheets/60 (only for TASKalfa 1801/1801)
  - Paper cover (H)
  - Cabinet: wood/metal with shelf storage capacity including corners (between)*
  - CB-480K (low / wooden)
  - CB-480M (low / metal)
  - CB-480H (high / metal)
  - CB-481H (high / metal)
  - Max. one cassette can be configured for high type cabinet
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The new TASKalfa 2201 multifunctional series has been designed to execute all the current business tasks coming up in busy offices. It handles documents up to the A3 format, and achieves print and copy speeds of up to 18/22 A4 pages and 8/10 A3 pages per minute. The prints produced by these devices have an image resolution of 600 dpi and a greyscale of 256 shades, which ensures that your documents will always be of outstanding clarity. Moreover, their world-renowned long-life components make them exceptionally reliable and drastically reduce the potential downtime and waste.

The TASKalfa multifunctionals come with a print, copy and colour scan function as standard, and you may add a network functionality, a fax function, a document processor or supplementary paper cassettes to keep up the workflow if you often have to handle large jobs. Furthermore, the optional duplex unit for double-sided printing, helps you to save resources and reduce your paper costs. Whatever your needs are, the flexibility, compact design and user-friendliness of this TASKalfa series make these devices the best possible choice for your office.

A COMPACT AND TOUGH DEVICE TO CARRY OUT YOUR BUSINESS TASKS.

- UP TO 18/22 PAGES IN A4 AND 8/10 PAGES IN A3 PER MINUTE.
- TIME TO FIRST COPY: 5.7 SECONDS OR LESS.
- STANDARD PRINT AND COLOUR SCAN FUNCTIONALITY.
- OPTIONAL NETWORK PRINT AND FAX FUNCTIONALITY (ONLY FOR TASKalfa 1801/2201).
- OPTIONAL DUPLEX UNIT FOR COST-SAVING DOUBLE-SIDED PRINTING.
- OPTIONAL DP-480 50-SHEET REVERSING DOCUMENT PROCESSOR.
- 600-DPI LASER TECHNOLOGY WITH 256-GREYSCALE COPYING FOR CRISP TEXT AND REALISTIC PHOTOS.
- STANDARD PAPER CAPACITY OF 400 SHEETS (EXPANDABLE TO 1,300 SHEETS).
- LONG-LIFE COMPONENTS FOR EXCEPTIONAL EFFICIENCY AND RELIABILITY.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES TO EASE YOUR BUSINESS ROUTINE.

These multifunctionals can be complemented with a wide range of convenient functions, making them even more productive. They can be expanded with a network print and scan function and an optional fax unit, which can be a helpful addition when sharing the device and having to transfer data efficiently. A convenient feature when many people share the device is the standard print box functionality that enables users to temporarily store a print job. This prevents undesired mixing of printed documents. Finally, the ID card copy function allows you to copy both sides of an original ID card in one operation on to a single sheet and the layout mode enables you to downsize two or four originals to make them fit on to one page.

1. Increased efficiency with the optional DP-480 50-sheet reversing document processor
2. Easy-to-use control panel for quick access to all digital functions
3. Optional duplex unit DU-480 saves paper resources
4. Standard 400-sheet paper supply can be expanded with up to 3 additional cassettes to max. 1,300 sheets